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The ways in which sentences are structured influence how people process linguistic 

information. Prior work suggests that certain linguistic devices influence people’s 

expectations about what happens next in the discourse and how well different entities are 

retrieved in memory. For example in English, clefted or focused entities (e.g. It was the king 

who led the troops) are more likely to become topics and are remembered better than 

unfocused entities (e.g. The king led the troops, Birch et al. 2000), suggesting that memory 

representations and discourse-level representations are connected. Our research has two main 

aims: (i) to further explore the relation between memory and discourse representations and 

(ii) to look beyond clefting and beyond English to see how morphological topic-marking in 

Korean influences comprehenders’ memory representations and expectations about upcoming 

discourse. We conducted three experiments: two story continuation experiments and a probe-

word recognition task.  

 

We investigated whether morphological topic-marking influences (i) how likely Korean 

sentential subjects are to be mentioned in the subsequent discourse and (ii) how well they are 

recalled. In Korean, subjects are marked with either the nominative case-marker (abbreviated 

NOM, marked as -i/-ka) or the topic marker (abbreviated TOP, marked as -(n)un). 

Nominative subjects (ex.1a) are interpreted as default topics (e.g. Han 1998). A subject 

marked with TOP can be interpreted in different ways: (i) as a regular topic, (ii) as a 

contrastive focus, and (iii) as a contrastive topic (see Han 1998 and others for detailed 

discussion). We focus on the contrastive topic reading, where the subject is construed as 

contrasting with other entities, as illustrated in ex.(1b). 

 

(1a) John-i   Mary-lul   salanghanta  (John-NOM  Mary-ACC  love  => ‘John loves Mary.’) 

(1b) John-un   Mary-lul    salanghanta  (John-TOP  Mary-ACC  love  =>  ‘As for John, he 

loves Mary.’) Inferred: Other people in the discourse love others. e.g., ‘Peter loves Ann.’ 

 

EXPERIMENT 1 Story-continuation task. To test how topic-marking influences people’s 

expectations about upcoming discourse, we used a story-continuation task. Twenty-four 

Korean speakers read four-sentence stories (see ex.2) and provided three continuation 

sentences. The first sentence in each story introduced a global topic whom the story was 

about (e.g. Dr. Lee). The second sentence introduced a set that the global topic was 

associated with (e.g. a set of Dr. Lee’s advisees). The third sentence provided information 

about the set members. The fourth sentence introduced one set member (local topic, e.g. the 

student from Busan), marked with either NOM or TOP. We analyzed what the subjects of the 

continuation sentences referred to.  

 

(2) Exp 1 example item. (Actual stimuli in Korean):  
Dr. Seung-hee Lee is a psychology professor at a university in Seoul. Dr. Lee has {a few 

advisees}set at the university. The students all have different research interests. [The student 

from Busan]-NOM/-TOP wants to do research on child psychology. 

 



Exp1 Results: Participants’ continuations reveal a strong effect of global-topic prominence, 

as well as effects of topic-marking: The global topic was the most likely subject in all three 

continuation-sentences (approx. 38%), except when the local topic was topic-marked, in 

which case participants tended to introduce new set members (ps<.04, see ex.3 for 

examples). Thus, our results suggest that topic-marking increases the discourse prominence 

of the other entities (new, not-yet-mentioned set members) that the TOP-marked local subject 

contrasts with. The presence of TOP-marking makes people more likely to mention these new 

set members in upcoming discourse. 

 

(3a) Continuation where the subject is a new member of the set: 

[Another student] wants to do research on criminal psychology. 

(3b) Continuation where the subject is the global topic:  

[Professor Lee] is busy preparing suggestions for her students to continue their research.  

 

EXPERIMENT 2 Probe-word recognition. To test how topic-marking influences memory 

representations compared to nominative-marking, 24 new participants read four-sentence 

stories, in which two subjects were both either NOM-marked or TOP-marked (ex.4). Here, 

the set members were explicitly named (e.g. a teacher and a reporter in ex.4) and the size of 

the set was clearly defined as two members. After a 15-second delay task, participants saw 

one of the subjects and indicated whether it had been mentioned in the story. They also 

answered comprehension questions.  

 

(4) Exp 2 example item. (Actual stimuli in Korean): 
[A teacher-NOM]SUB1 and [a reporter-NOM]SUB2 stopped by a bookstore while waiting for 

their friends to arrive. Both of them-TOP wanted to buy new books as they have finished the 

books they were reading. [The teacher-NOM/TOP]SUB1 who likes novels finds Jiyoung 

Kong’s new novel interesting. [The reporter-NOM/TOP]SUB2 who reads autobiographies a 

lot skims through Obama’s autobiography. 

 

Exp2 Results: We found clear recency effects (cf. Postman & Phillips 1965): (i) the more 

recently-mentioned SUBJECT2 was recognized more accurately than the initial SUBJECT1 

(ps<.05), and (ii) comprehension question accuracy was higher for SUBJECT2 than 

SUBJECT1 (p1<.07; p2<.02). However, unlike the story continuation task, the NOM/TOP 

manipulation itself had no significant effect on the recall of characters.  

 

EXPERIMENT 3 Story-continuation. Using the same items as Exp2, we conducted a 

follow-up story-continuation experiment to test whether – in a situation with clearly delimited 

and explicitly-named set members – participants’ discourse-level expectations match the 

recall patterns seen in Exp2. Do participants expect the discourse develop around the more 

recent, better-recalled SUBJECT2, more so than the earlier, less-accurately recalled 

SUBJECT1? Thirty new Korean speakers wrote three continuation sentences for each story.  

 

Exp3 Results: Unlike the memory task, we found primacy effects (cf. Marshall & Werder 

1972). Participants mentioned SUBJECT1 (e.g. the teacher in ex.4) more frequently in the 

subject position of the first continuation sentence than SUBJECT2 (e.g. the reporter; 

ps<.001). Similar to Exp2, there was no significant effect of case marking (NOM vs. TOP).  

 

GENERAL DISCUSSION: In Exp1 (story-continuation task), comprehenders’ expectations 

of upcoming discourse were influenced by morphological markers – the Korean nominative 

and topic markers. When the subject of the critical sentence was NOMINATIVE-marked, 



comprehenders tended to expect that the story would continue with a reference to the global 

topic (the character introduced at the very start of the story). In contrast, when a local subject 

was CONTRASTIVE TOPIC-marked, participants were more likely to introduce other 

unmentioned set members that were evoked by the introduction of a set member. This 

suggests that contrastive TOPIC-marking can increase the discourse prominence of other, 

not-yet-mentioned entities associated with the topic-marked subject and create the expectation 

that these entities will be mentioned in subsequent discourse. Combined with the results of 

Exp3 (where the set associated with the contrastive topics was explicitly named and 

delimited, and we found no case-marking effect), this suggests that the main discourse-level 

contribution of the CONTRASTIVE TOPIC-marking is to evoke other, previously-

unmentioned set members.  

 

Furthermore, our results show that the character that more likely to be mentioned next is not 

necessarily the one recalled better from short-term memory, as indicated by the asymmetry 

between the memory task (Exp2) and the follow-up story-continuation task (Exp3). In the 

memory task, participants recalled the recently-mentioned subjects better than those 

introduced earlier in discourse (recency effect). However, in the second story-continuation 

task with the same materials, participants talked about the earlier-mentioned subjects more 

frequently than the recently-mentioned subjects. This points to a dissociation between 

discourse representations and memory representations – entities that are recalled better are 

not necessarily more prominent in discourse progression. 

 

As a whole, our results suggest that (i) discourse expectations are influenced by the 

information-structural information conveyed by morphological topic-marking which interacts 

with the global structure of the narrative (global topic) and (ii) that ease-of-recall does not 

directly map onto discourse prominence. 
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